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Throughout the centuries, Catholic theologians have had to deal
with three facts concerning mission and salvation: first, there is the fact
of the universal salvific will of God—God wills that all men be saved
(1 Tim. 2:4); second, there is the fact that the Church is necessary for
salvation, not only with a necessity of law, but with a necessity of means
(extra ecclesiam nulla salus); and third, there are a large number of infidels
who are invincibly ignorant of Christ and the Church (i.e., due to no fault
of their own). And theologians have tried to reconcile these seemingly
three irreconcilable facts. In doing so, they have at times been accused
of being narrow-minded, especially if they seemed to be over-insisting
on the necessity of the Church—after all, isn’t God free to save whom
He wants? At times, they have been accused of denying the necessity of
Church and mission, especially if they seemed to be over-insisting on the
universal aspect of God’s saving will. It is in this latter camp that recent
theologians have found themselves. They have tried in a special way to
come to terms with fact one (God’s universal salvific will) and fact three
(the number of infidels); and missionaries have felt that theologians were
saying that they were no longer necessary. This feeling began to grow
already before Vatican II as theologians explored a new concept of faith;
it gained in strength when Vatican II in Article 16 of its document on the
Church (Lumen Gentium) stated that infidels can be saved by following
their consciences; and this feeling was verbalized and indeed became very
vocal after the meeting of theologians in Bombay in preparation for the
Eucharistic Congress there in 1964 in which they explored the implication
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of Vatican II’s statement.1 This same feeling has been expressed in popular
articles in missionary magazines written by missionaries in response to
Karl Rahner’s concept of Anonymous Christian. They seemed to feel that
theologians—not success, nor opposition—had driven them out of a job.
Certainly the task of reconciling these three facts is a difficult one
and a subtle one. The answer has not yet been totally found. Nor will
this paper seek to explore a new synthesis. Rather it will seek to describe
the directions in which Catholic theologians have gone in the last three
decades to find a solution. After all, through the development of theology,
the Church gained enough confidence to assert in Vatican II that the
infidels can be saved; though in doing so, she did not align herself with any
special school of thought. It will then present the statements of Vatican II.
And finally, it will try to raise questions, which still have to be answered.
Two facts have both affected and limited the recent speculation
on this problem. First, the study of the question of the salvation of the
infidels has usually appeared in the history of Catholic theological thought
at times of great discoveries, e.g. the 16th and 19th centuries; however, it
was the spread of paganism in contemporary society that has stimulated
and colored much of the recent thought on this topic. Secondly, the
identification of Church and mission in Catholic thought is of very recent
origin, thus an ecclesiology of mission has not yet been worked out. The
absence is noticeable in the history of the thought of this period.
In searching out a theology of salvation Catholic theologians
have considered primarily what they call “negative infidels,” i.e., those who
through no fault of their own know nothing of Christ and the Church.
If their salvation can somehow be reconciled with the necessity for the
Church, then the universal salvific will of God could be easily explained.
For this reason, contemporary theologians have sought to answer two
questions: How is it possible for a negative infidel to become sufficiently
acquainted with supernatural revelation in order to be saved?, and, What
is the relationship of this negative infidel who has found this faith to the
Church?
The answer itself in some ways has been determined by the
framework within which the Catholic theologian has had to work. For
he had to begin with the teaching of the Church concerning faith. This
teaching can be summarized in four points. (1) The act of supernatural
faith is absolutely necessary for the justification of an adult (Trent). (2)
1

Cf. Christian Revelation and World Religions, ed.by J. Neuner (London:
Burns and Oates, 1967).
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The material object of faith (that which one must believe) is the existence
of God as Rewarder, which must include at least implicitly the belief in
Christ and the Trinity (Trent). (3) The formal object of faith (the reason
for believing) must be the authority of God revealing (Vatican I). (4)
God wills the salvation of every human being, at least by antecedent will
(Mystici Corporis). These four teachings lead to a conclusion which is as
certain as these four teachings: every human being can, at some time or
another in life, acquire a sufficient knowledge of divine revelation in order
to elicit an act of faith for justification and salvation.2
There are four chief trends in the answers that theologians give in
response to the question of how a negative infidel can come to this act of
faith. They are: (1) In the variety of religions and the existence of natural
law, there are traces of supernatural revelation. (2) By reason of an interior
inspiration a person can know the truths necessary for salvation and accept
them on God’s authority. (3) When a man accomplishes his first human
act, he makes a certain option about his end in life—and the end being
supernatural, the act itself becomes supernatural. (4) At the instance of
death, man performs his last human act, dying itself—an act, which is most
free and most human—an act which makes an option final.

TRACES OF SUPERNATURAL REVELATION
An infidel, in order to make a supernatural act of faith for
justification must accept God as a Rewarder or Remunerator and implicitly
accept Christ and the Trinity. But faith is response to revelation; and
where is that revelation found? Most Catholic theologians writing on
this question accept as certain the transmission of a primitive revelation
to early man, a revelation, which continues in the various pagan religions
and is supported in the positive values found in the natural law. Thus, e.g.,
Parenti, Minon, de Letter, and Cauwe affirm that there are supernatural
values to be found in the various religions, values, which could stimulate
an act of faith. De Letter, a Jesuit who teaches in India, for example,
approaches the problem of salvation by asking if there is any obstacle of
sin, which would prevent supernatural life from coming to someone who
accepts this primitive revelation. And he says: no, there is not. He affirms
that it is possible to practice a false religion in good faith. Perhaps, he says,
their worship is wrong in so far as they do not worship as God revealed He
willed to be worshipped, but that does not make it totally wrong. He gives
this explanation:
2

Cf. Maurice Eminyan, S.J., The Theology of Salvation (Boston: Daughters of
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Most of these religions contain in their beliefs the
minimum of religious truths pointed out in Heb. 11:6 as
indispensable for all real religion: that God exists and is a
rewarder to them that seek Him. Theologically speaking,
the pagan religions of pre-Christian origin present systems
and tenets, rules and practices, born from derivations from
the primitive law that was revealed to men or imprinted
in their hearts. At the root of these deviations we find
or postulate a sin of infidelity, a sin against the light, by
which man-made rules and creeds were added to, if not
substituted for, the primeval law given to men with their
nature ... The whole complex of the traditional religion is
handed over from fathers to sons as the way of life revealed
by the Supreme Being to their ancestors.
The mixture of truth and error may vary at different times
and places. In some religions the elements of truth are
more fully preserved, in others less. As long, however,
as the essentials of all religions remain safe and living in
them, these systems can serve, in spite of the overgrowth
of theoretical and practical error, as a help for genuine
religious life.3
Other theologians are hesitant to talk about supernatural values in the
pagan religions. They are willing to concede the presence of strong positive
values, e.g., the sense of the sacred. These, however, according to Liégé and
Jetté create a disposition to believe in a genuine or primitive revelation, but
they no longer themselves contain that revelation.
Still part of this trend, but somewhat in a school by himself, is Jean
Danielou. He also affirms the positive values to be found in the various
pagan religions, and rather than call this a “natural religion,” he prefers to
call it a “cosmic religion.” He states that it implies a form of supernatural
faith and can be salvific. He comes to this conclusion from his study of Old
Testament characters who were not Jews: Abel, Enoch, Noah, Job, Lot, etc.
He says that they come under the cosmic covenant, which preceded the
Mosaic and Christian Covenant. He explains it in this way:
Before doing so in a full way in Jesus Christ, God
manifests Himself through Abraham and Moses by
His very action in history. But even before manifesting
3
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Himself to Abraham and Moses, He did so to Enoch
and Noah that is to the nations. True, this revelation was
still obscure; yet it already led to that which is the very
object of revelation, namely the saving activity of God
in the world. How many men in the pagan world have
adhered to this revelation? This is a hidden secret of God.
It is sufficient for our purpose that Scripture teaches us
that some have done so in fullness, thus authorizing us to
speak of the saints of the cosmic alliance.4
And he summarizes his ideas in the conclusion of his book:
Each one shall be judged according to the alliance to
which one has belonged. The Christian shall be judged
according to the Gospel, the Jew according to the Law,
the pagan according to conscience. And the unfaithful
Christian shall be condemned, while the faithful pagan
shall be saved. This is what St. Paul says: ‘As for the
Gentile, though they have no law to guide them, there
are times when they carry out the precepts of the law
unbidden, finding in their own natures a rule to guide
them, in default of any other rule.’ Now this very text
is cited by Theodoretus in connection with Queen Saba,
and the same adds: ‘I recall the teaching of the Apostles,
who have praised those who have been justified without
the law.’5
Whether Danielou is willing to apply his theory to the infidels, who exist
today, after the Covenant of Christ has been established, is not so certain.
However, in his introduction to the book, he makes a statement, which
would seem to imply that it could be so applied:
We are obliged to draw this conclusion, that the domains
of Christ and of the Church extend themselves beyond the
limits of the explicit revelation of Christ. There have been
at all times and in all countries men who have believed
in Christ without knowing Him and who have belonged
invisibly to the visible Church.6
4
5
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J. Danielou, Les saints paiens de 1’Ancient Testament (Paris: Ed. du Seuil,
1956), p. 37.
Ibid., p. 155.
Ibid., p. 16.
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To summarize, then, current Catholic opinion on the presence of
the material object of faith, we can say: (1) Some theologians feel that
primitive revelation still exists in many religious forms; (2) Others feel
that there are beliefs which bear similarity to a primitive revelation and
probably are derived from a primitive revelation; and (3) There is enough
basis for a relative certitude in the act of faith sufficient for justification.

INTERIOR INSPIRATION
In order that an act of faith be justifying, it must be made on the
authority of God who reveals. So that even if there were traces of primitive
revelation in the pagan religions, theologians would still have to explain the
reason for believing, or the formal object of faith. Various possibilities are
offered, none of which alone seems to provide certainty; yet cumulatively
they do provide some certainty. All of them are based on the theological
axiom: when a person does what he can, God does not deny grace (Facienti
quod est in se, Deus non denegat gratiam).
Some theologians, e.g. Cogoni, De Keeper, and Cauwe, suggest that
a pagan comes to know God and His Revelation through an experience,
which is not formal revelation but rather a sort of illumination, an interior
inspiration. It is not a miraculous happening; it is rather the experience of
one’s own insufficiency. Cauwe explains it in these terms:
In his quest for happiness the infidel acknowledges the
natural law as the rule imposed on his free choice. But
he experiences at the same time the insufficiency of his
natural powers in order to triumph in the conflict between
the flesh and the spirit; he thus recognizes the necessity
of a superior help and, moved by the grace which urges
him, already aspires towards a superior life and begins to
pray. God then comes to his aid, making him see, if only
in a confused way, the greatness of the supernatural gift;
He will inspire in him the idea that the heavenly reward is
above the human spirit, just as the conquest of beatitude
through a good life is beyond human powers. Hence God
will reveal Himself to him as the All-powerful and the
All-good, who is at the same time his Master and His
ultimate end, his Providence and his Salvation. Thus
under the influence of an interior inspiration and without
a formal revelation, the infidel learns the necessary truths
and, at the same time, both their divine origin and their
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absolute value. He hears God’s voice, if one may say so, in
the very experience of his Help.7
Du Letter in a series of articles says much the same thing.8 He
begins by rejecting, as most theologians do, the idea of a Limbo for adults.
For graces are given outside of, though not independently of, the visible
Church. He then analyzes the “goodness” of pagans in the face of the
difficulties inherent in sustaining the natural law.
In the light of these teachings, the virtues of good pagans
may be explained in two ways. Either we take them to be
the result of natural good efforts unaided by grace; within
certain limits this is not impossible. Then we have to say
that these virtues are in an essentially precarious state;
they cannot last long; and perhaps they lack the higher
religious orientation, which the love of God above all
things could and should give them. The spiritual poverty
of good pagans may be hidden under decent exteriors, but
is real and profound. Or, if this solution does not seem
likely and close enough to the reality of the facts we know,
we postulate grace as the explanation of pagan virtues,
trusting that the widespread mercy of the Savior does not
forsake the efforts of upright souls, but is helping them
who seek Him without knowing Him. Then their virtue
is no longer pagan, but covertly Christian. Their spiritual
riches are real, even though they may be partly hidden;
and they are the fruit of Christian grace, which has met
their need and is leading them on, though they may be
unaware of the gift of God.9
But, he insists, these graces of themselves do not bring salvation. For
first of all the obstacle of sin must be removed. He discusses the various
possibilities of sin for a pagan (remaining outside the fold, practicing a
false religion, ignoring the true God, and violating the natural law) and
shows how these could not be an obstacle in the life of a good pagan. He
7
8
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A. Cauwe, S.J., “Le problemé du Salut des infidels,” Revue du Clerge Africain
3 (1948), p. 257.
Cf. P. De Letter, S.J., “Limbus Paganorum,” The Clergy Monthly 12 (1948),
pp. 65-69; “Good Pagans,” Ibid., pp. 322-34; “The Good Faith of the Pagans,”
Ibid. 13 (1949), pp. 1-11, 48-58; “Good Pagans and the Baptism of Desire,”
Ibid. 16 (1952), pp. 288-297, 409-416; “Disturbing the Good Faith of
Pagans,” Ibid. 13 (1949), pp. 338-341.
P. De Letter, S.J., “Good Pagans,” The Clergy Monthly 12 (1948), p. 333.
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then considers the positive dispositions needed: faith, sorrow, and charity;
and he indicates how these could come into the life of a good pagan. Thus
he concludes that through interior inspiration, a pagan could make a
justifying act of faith and thus share in the Church’s life through baptism
of desire.

AT THE DAWN OF REASON: FIRST HUMAN ACT
The idea that grace is given for a justifying act of faith at the time of
the first human act, an idea rather popular with contemporary theologians,
goes back to St. Thomas Aquinas (Cf. Summa Theologica, I-II, p. 89, 6). He
affirmed that a child passing into adulthood makes a choice, which also
determines his spiritual standing. This is not to reduce that choice to one
single action; rather the process is long and complex. However, he sees it
occurring in three steps. He points out, first of all, that a child in order to
perform a human act must direct it towards some ultimate end, for while
the end is last in execution it is first in the order of intention. Secondly,
if the ultimate end is God, then sanctifying grace must accompany this
choice; if the choice however is for some thing other than God, then sin
occurs. Finally, since the first requisite for the justification of an adult is
the act of supernatural faith, then this act of faith of the child passing into
adulthood provides justification.
This theory has been more completely explained by Jacques
Maritain.10 He analyzes very carefully the first moral act that a person
makes, indicating that it is the philosopher’s task to clarify what a person
does only in a confused sort of way. And he finds that a person making
his first free moral choice chooses a bonum honestum. Not necessarily with
a conceptual knowledge; but rather with a practical knowledge. And, he
concludes, this has theological implications.
If divine grace intervenes in the natural process and,
by God’s influence, the morally good appears to the
intelligence not only as that which is convenient in itself
and good to do, but also as the good by means of which I
shall be saved, by means of which something mysteriously
precious in me escapes misfortune and will reach its
fatherland (insofar as our discursive terms can attempt to
express such a flash of intuition), then at the same time it
10

“La dialectique immanente du prémier acte de liberte,” Nova et Vetera
20 (1945), pp. 218-235, and Neuf leqons sur les notions premiéres de la
philosophie morale (Paris: Tequi; 1951).
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is to Goodness itself as my refuge and salvation, in which
my dearest being is safely placed if I do seek it, it is to God
as Savior, that the motion of the will brings itself and the
intellect adheres through the volitional and inexpressible
knowledge which we have described.11
Theologians also have explored this concept of Thomas Aquinas,
many of them modifying it in one-way or the other. For example, P. Gardeil
in one of his early works12 calls this movement towards God in one’s first
moral choice the “intention of faith”—a beginning, a direction of salvific
faith. In the following decades theologians such as Labourdette, Nicolas,
and Congar were interested in this concept and developed it. Eminyan
gives the following summary of Congar ‘s thought:
The ‘intention of faith,’ says Congar, consists in the right
disposition of the subject as regards his last end and the
necessary means of attaining it. And it is supernatural,
because that last end is, in fact, supernatural, and also
because it is ordered from the beginning to a supernatural
outcome, namely the act of faith itself, and lastly because
it is entirely animated and sustained by the assistance of
grace. In the normal order of things, this intention of
faith encounters the object adequate to it, thanks to the
apostolic preaching, namely fides ex auditu or, failing that,
at least its minimum material object. If, however, it does
not even encounter this minimum object and the person
remains invincibly ignorant of God, may it not be said
to find an outlet by adhering to some such ‘substitute for
God’ as devotion to a great cause treated as if it were an
absolute: justice, truth, brotherhood, duty, progress, or
peace, for example? Objectively speaking, Congar says,
these are more of the nature of idols, the idols in fact of
the modern world; but on the subjective level could they
not well be so many species under which, as it were tacitly
and unconsciously, men’s consciences really honor and
really seek the true God? May there not be a salvific faith,
which is ‘purely implicit’? May not the notion of invincible
ignorance, which excuses every fault, be extended to cover
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J. Maritain, “La dialectique...,” p. 228.
La credibilite et l’apologetique (Paris: Lacoffre, 1912).
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this minimum material object of faith, the existence of
God?13
Congar realizes that Scripture and the Fathers favor the stricter view on
salvific faith, yet he sees a need for change in the changed facts of the time.
A very similar view is suggested by Liègé. He in turn prefers the
term “embryonic faith.” For it is a conversion before a conversion, a faith
before a faith. Yet there is a continuity; it is not something apart. Liègé
expresses it in this way:
We should never forget that the act of faith is
fundamentally an act of conversion, that is, a change
of attitude and of conception of life with reference
to God’s salutary intervention: an adoption of God’s
design, bringing along a total and faithful submission
of one’s whole existence to the transcendent dynamic
of this design. Now, the explicitly Christian conversion
presupposes a pre-conversion: an attitude of life which is
already firm and by means of which the adult man gives
up seeking in the empirical norms of his immediate wellbeing the laws of his veritable destiny, a coming out of
his egoism for a responsible behavior with reference to
certain values of human existence, which are considered as
infrangible and already sacred, an obedience, which goes
as far as sacrifice, to the orientation and the judgment of
one’s moral conscience. All this, especially in the case
of simple people, will translate itself into very little on
the level of reflection; the essential thing is the moral
dynamism, which reaches beyond the vital spontaneities.
Such a dynamism could still allow to subsist a good
many weaknesses and in coherences in the details of
one’s life, but it will reveal its vigor in certain momentous
circumstances, especially when it is a question of choosing
concretely for or against fraternal love. Then there will be
a revelation, either of the man who seeks the glory, which
proceeds from the world and from men, or of the man
who secretly awaits the glory, which comes from God.14
Finally, Journet also follows Thomas and Maritain in explaining
this first act of faith—this first choice of bonum honestum. For Journet,
13
14

Eminyan, op. cit., pp. 67-68.
A. Liègé, O,P., “Le salut des autres,” Lumièré et Vie 18 (1954), p. 752.
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the supreme role of grace is not only to heal man, but to elevate him and
restore him to the state of divine sonship.
We were saying that the child has discovered the notion of
bonum honestum. Now grace intervenes in order to utilize
this notion, to clarify it with a new ray of intelligibility,
to make him read in it a meaning not yet perceived. The
concept of goodness, having been trans-valued, appears
then not only under the simple light of metaphysical
analogy, but under that of the transanalogy of faith. There
is a new intuition rather than a new concept, an intuition
which unites itself with the notion of the bonum honestum,
adding a new note and a new richness to it and opening
it over a hitherto unknown perspective. The child then
experiences the need of being saved; the bonum honestum
appears to him as the bonum salutare, as the good through
which he will be saved.15
Thus for Journet every normal adult human being is either a believer or a
positive infidel.

AT THE INSTANT OF DEATH
A final development of recent theology, which has influenced the
Church’s outlook on the salvation of infidels, even though these theologians
have not concerned themselves with this special aspect of their theory, is
that which has taken place in the theology of death. That which used to be
considered a severing of soul from body—a moment of passive judgment—
has of late been considered as the final, perhaps most human and most free
act that man performs. In that sense, then, it becomes as determining as a
man’s first moral choice.
This idea was already suggested some time ago by P. Glorieux.16
He first of all states that dying is part of the status viae, not status termini
and therefore man can still affect his salvation in that moment. Moreover,
he suggests that the transition from dawn to day is not night, and so
neither is the transition from earthly life to eternal life emptiness. Rather
in the first instance of separation, a new and more perfect way of action
15

C. Journet, L’Eglise du Verbe Incarné, II (Paris: Desclee de Brouwer; 1951),
p. 794.
16 Cf. “In Hora Mortis,” Mélanges de Science Religieuse (1949), pp. 186-216;
and “Endurcissement final et graces derniéres,” Nouvelle Revue Theologigue
59 (1932), pp. 865-892.
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is opened up to a person through a certain illumination. In that moment
of freedom and grace a man makes his eternal choice. He points out that
such a hypothesis can explain more easily: (a) The obstinacy in evil of a
damned soul; (b) The disappearance of venial sin at death itself; and (c)
The destruction of faith in a damned soul. It is a unique application of the
axiom “facienti quod est in se, Deus non denegat gratiam.”
Mersch and Troisfontaine think of death in much the same way.
They do not agree with Glorieux in postulating a kind of illumination;
rather they see death as the culminating free human act, which has the
moral implications of salvation. According to Mersch, the act of death is
a free act, for:
... it is the passage of a free being to the definitive state
which its liberty has prepared. Otherwise the culmination
of human life would be at variance with its structure...
The only thing that really counts in life is what is human,
that which is somehow conscious and deliberate; could
the moment towards which the whole of life advances,
the moment that puts the finishing touch on man, fail to
be human.17
Gleason also gives an exceptionally fine description of this final choice.
Death would thus involve a choice, which recapitulates all
previous choices, because it expresses all the underlying
orientation of the soul in a fully conscious manner. The
partial and fluctuating determinations of oneself that
had preceded this ultimate option would naturally retain
their full moral and religious importance, performing the
final liberty without necessitating it ... At the moment
of conscious death all previous values are re-valuated
and the soul chooses its attitude before its Creator with
awareness of the commitment it makes ... The assumption
of the irrevocable attitude could hardly be other than the
expression of those lesser choices which had educated the
personal liberty.18
The interesting feature about Gleason’s thought is that he comes to this
conclusion not from a phenomenological analysis of man’s dying, but
17

E. Mersch, S.J., The Theology of the Mystical Body (St. Louis: Herder, 1952),
p. 264.
18 R. W. Gleason, “Toward a Theology of Death.” Thought 32 (1957), p. 65.
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rather from a theological analysis of the significance of Christ’s death.
Karl Rahner comes to the same basic conclusion.19

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THESE INFIDELS TO THE CHURCH
Thus far the various possibilities for an infidel to make an act of
salvific faith, as suggested by recent theologians, have been presented. No
one explanation of itself seems to lead to certitude about how this act of
faith could be made and could be salvific. Yet the emulative evidence does
seem to offer a certain confidence about the conclusion on the possibility
of such an act for a negative infidel. However, the second question which
theologians have had to face is: how to reconcile the possibility of such
people being saved with the axiom: “Outside the Church there is no
salvation” (Extra ecclesiam nulla salus).
Catholic theologians in answering this question have had to do
so within the framework of traditional Catholic ecclesiology. This can
be summarized in five points. (1) The Catholic Church is necessary for
salvation by necessity of means as well as of precept (Suprema Haec, August
8, 1949—a response of the Holy Office on the Feeney case in Boston).
(2) For actual membership three things are necessary and sufficient:
sacramental baptism, profession of the true faith, and obedience to the
legitimate authority (Mystici Corporis). (3) Actual membership is not
always required for salvation, but one can be saved if one is at least united
to her by intention and desire (Mystici Corporis – Suprema Haec). (4) This
desire or votum need not be always explicit, but it can suffice if it is only
implicit (Suprema Haec). (5) This desire or votum to be salvific must be
accompanied by supernatural faith and informed by perfect charity.20

NEW UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE CHURCH
In order to understand the attempts made to explain the relationship
of justified non-Christians to the Church, it might help to review very
briefly this recent theology on the Church, both as regards its mediation of
salvation as well as the visible and social aspect of that mediation. Without
a doubt the development of the doctrine on the Mystical Body of Christ
has most enriched the ecclesiology of the Church in the twentieth century.
The development itself goes back to the nineteenth century and Johann
19

Cf. K. Rahner, S.J., “Zur Theologie des Todes,” Zeitschrift fuer Katholische
Theologie 79 (1957), pp. 1-44.
20 For a fuller explanation, cf. H. Eminyan, op. cit., pp. 208-10.
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Adam Moehler; but it was systematized principally by S. Tromp, S.J.,21
and made official in Pius XII’s Mystici Corporis. Based on the writings of
St. Paul, this doctrine brought back into focus the dynamic and organic
elements in Church life in contradistinction to the hierarchical and static
concept of Church society that had dominated theology till then. Even
the relationship between members was seen in a different light. However,
in this development the Mystical Body of Christ is identified with the
Catholic Church and membership in the Mystical Body could be gained
only through baptism. Moreover it was affirmed that all graces were
mediated to man through the Mystical Body. But it was a different vision
of the Church.
Also at this time, thinking much along the same lines, J. Putz, S.J.,22
and Yves de Montcheuil, S.J.,23 were affirming the necessity of missions
and the mediating power of the Church on the basis that the Church was
the extension of the Incarnation of Christ. The Church was seen to be
necessary not only for the salvation of individuals but also to accomplish
God’s plan on earth—the establishment of the Kingdom of Christ. Even
if individuals could be saved without the Church, it was suggested, still the
Church would have to seek to extend itself so that the Kingdom of Christ
could be established throughout the world. Some theologians were taking
a further step and saying to the Church was the principle of salvation—not
only as a channel of grace, but as a source.24
As will be shown more clearly later, it was Karl Rahner who
provided the Church with the insights needed to make it possible for
the Church to resolve this difficult problem. Building on the developed
doctrine of the Mystical Body, he pursued the identification of Christ and
His Church:
In order to see in what sense the Church is, and must
be called, the means through which God’s salvific will
operates, we must first see what is the relationship existing
between Christ and the Church. The Church is the body
of Christ. Just as Christ is God’s salvific will visibly
21
22
23
24

cf. Corpus Christi, quod est Ecclesia (Rome: Univ. Greg., 1949).
“The Missionary Idea,” The Clergy Monthly 11 (1947), pp. 79-89.
Aspects de l’Eglise (Paris: Ed. du Cerf; 1949).
Cf. F. X. Lawlor, “The Mediation of the Church in Some Pontifical
Documents,” Theological Studies 12 (1951), pp. 481-504; James O’Connell,
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and historically manifested, historically objectivated
and incarnate, so the Church is the prolongation of the
same Christ through out the whole history of mankind
until the end of time. Just as in Christ divine life has,
on the one hand, already been manifested and become a
historical fact, and on the other hand still needs to be fully
revealed; so also divine life in the Church, on the one hand
has already penetrated mankind and, as such, is already
historically present and visible, and, on the other hand,
still needs to be revealed and will not become perfectly
manifested until the end of time.
Thus the grace of the Church and the grace of Christ are one:
Every grace is the grace of the Church in this sense, that
all supernatural life, being the grace of Christ made man,
tends as such to manifest itself visibly, which manifestation
is historically nothing else but the Church of Christ. Thus
every grace proceeds from Christ, the Head of the Church,
and tends towards the Church, the Body of Christ, in
which grace itself, which is divine life in man, appears as
a historical fact.
Thus Rahner concludes:
The Church is the manifestative, cognitive, and effective
means of God’s salvific will, because, as the prolongation
of Christ Himself (who is the principal means of God’s
salvific will), by her very existence and preaching she bears
witness to the salvific will of God soliciting man, by her
sacramental activity she executes it, and by her existence
she manifests historically that the life springing forth
from this love of God has effectively become the life of
mankind. And since every grace, of its very nature, has
this tendency, and since every grace derives from the Head
of the Church, it must be said that every grace is also the
grace of the Church, even though it may be mysteriously
distributed outside the Church.25
The theologians of this period, although developing the mystical
and spiritual aspects of the Church, never really fell into a pietistic approach
25

K. Rahner, De Gratia Christi (Unpublished notes for students at Innsbruck,
1956), pp. 17-23.
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to the Church. The visible and social aspect of the Church’s mediation
was repeatedly stressed. The emphasis might have changed from author
to author—thus Bouyer would affirm the “Body” as being visible,26 while
De Lubac would emphasize its societal aspect,27 and Liègé its sacramental
aspect28—however the emphasis remained. The question was: How do the
justified non-Christians relate to this “Visible” Church of Christ?

A REAL BUT INVISIBLE BOND
Three basic but different answers have been given by theologians.
First, there are theologians who say that there is the existence of an
invisible ontological relationship between justified non-Christians
and the Catholic Church, but a relationship, which could not be called
membership. Second, some theologians say that these non-Christians are
members of the Church “in voto.” And finally, there were others who say
that justified non-Christians should really be in the membership of the
Church, but they use such adjectives as imperfect or tendential to describe
such membership.
The first group does not accept the notion of an invisible Church.
In fact, most of them begin their reflections on the relationship between
justified non-Christians and the Church with the doctrine of the Mystical
Body. However, they are aware that the Church has two aspects, a juridical
one, and a spiritual one. And they say that these non-Christians have a
real and vital relationship with the Church, a relationship which, however,
is invisible. Different theologians use different expressions to describe this
relationship. Thus McGuiness speaks of being “ordained to membership”:
Is it possible in any way for them to live the life of the
divine Spirit? Theologians have commonly held that it is,
and they explain their teaching by a metaphor that goes
back to the time of Origen. Non-Catholics who are in
the state of grace are said to be living in the soul of the
Church. They are of the Church because they are sharers
in the life of grace, they are not of its body because they

26

Louis Bouyer, “Ou en est la theologie du Corps Mystique?” Revue des
Sciences Religieuses 22 (1948), pp. 313-33.
27 Henri de Lubac, Le Fondément theologigue des missions (Paris: Edit, due
Seuil, 1949.
28 A. Liègé, O.P., “Le salut des autres,” Lumièré et Vie 18 (1954), pp. 741-69.
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do not fulfill the conditions enumerated; they are only
ordained to membership in the body.29
This same term was used by De Lubac and Congar. They envisioned
such people becoming fully members only after death. Henri Holstein
in a reflection on the Pope’s encyclical Mystici Corporis suggests that even
before death a certain membership in the Church can be said to be derived
from the fact that there is already present membership in Christ:
If such unconscious desire, of which the encyclical speaks,
exists in the well disposed infidel and heretic directing
them here and now to the Mystical Body, it is because,
in some real and certain way, they are already members of
Christ, because already Christ is their Head. It is not they
who unite themselves to the Church; it is not even the
Church, in so far as she is the gathering of God’s children,
that exerts over them a salutary attraction, but it is Christ
who, within the mysterious dimension of His ecclesial
redemption, ‘contains’ and ‘incorporates’ them.30
Loffeld, a mission theologian treating explicitly of this topic, says that there
is a real ontological bond between the non-Christian and the Church—an
attachment that is truly a union:
It is through the Church that he (the infidel) will be
saved, namely through a supplementary activity which is
exercised in the Church, but of which the beneficiary is
simply outside of her. It is because he attaches himself
to the Church, or more precisely because he lets himself
be attached to her ... Such an attachment is truly a union,
because it implies a participation in whatever the Church
possesses of more precious and essential, namely sanctifying
grace, which creates an organic and ontological bond
between the man who possesses it and the ontological of
which it is the created soul. Thus, to use but a comparison,
an organic bond is produced between the members of a

29

I. McGuiness, O.P., “Mystici Corporis and the Soul of the Church,” The
Thomist 11 (1948), p. 23.
30 H. Holstein, S.J., “Le Christ, tête de tous les hommes,” Année Theologigue
II (1950), p. 24.
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religious institute and the novice, the oblate or agrégé,
who participate in their spiritual treasures.31
De Montcheuil and Jean Danielou also when treating of this topic talk
about a real relationship by reason of which they belong to the Church
without actually being members of the Church. It is an “invisible
membership,” as it were. As Liege says:
In terms of an Augustinian or Thomistic vocabulary, where
the expression “Mystical Body” designates principally the
mystical element in the Church, one would say that such
persons belong more or less actually to the Mystical Body,
while they belong only potentially and by attraction to
the visible Church. But, whatever may be said of the
vocabulary, one must admit, in the face of the abnormal
situation of these secret members of Christ, whom an
unconscious desire ordain to the institution of salvation
founded by Him, that, in fact, the visible reality in the
Church does not always cover adequately her mystical
reality.32
Writing elsewhere he expresses this idea even more clearly:
In order to express correctly the way in which nonCatholics and non-Christians belong to the Church,
it is not within the reality of the Church that one must
introduce a distinction: for, though not all her elements
are equally important, yet they constitute one divine and
historical reality springing forth from God’s plan in Jesus
Christ. It is in the way one is inserted into this total reality
that one can distinguish different modalities. That is why
we prefer to speak of a total and visible belonging to the
one Church, and of an invisible and dynamic belonging
to the one spiritual and visible Church. The formula is
complicated, but it cannot be otherwise in the case of
such a complex reality. We do not hesitate to speak of a
belonging (in the line of theological definition), but of an
abnormal belonging, inasmuch as it remains invisible, for
the way one is united to a visible reality cannot but itself
31
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be visible; a dynamic belonging, inasmuch as the person
concerned will not resign himself to his imperfect state
and ever refuse to adhere to the Institution itself declaring
it useless.33

MEMBERSHIP THROUGH VOTUM
One of the theologians who undoubtedly had a great effect on
Vatican II was Karl Rahner. It was very much his theology of the Church,
which is reflected in the Vatican documents, when he treats of the justified
non-Christians, he talks of them as being members of the Church “in
voto.” Votum in its technical theological sense does not mean a desire
for something absent; rather through “votum” the reality already becomes
present. In this sense Rahner says that these people already have some part
in the visible structure. His thought is complex and not easily summarized.
He leads to his conclusion, however, in this way. He first points out that
man shares in the unity of mankind:
Mankind is a unity. This unity already appears in the fact
of the common origin of all men from the same Adam.
Besides, mankind is considered and treated as a concrete
unity by God, not only in the natural order, but also in the
order of salvation, as it is clear from the dogma of original
sin and of the objective and universal redemption through
Christ ... This natural unity which, as an obediential
potency, is, within mankind, the basis for God’s work of
redemption, implies more than a mere juxtaposition and
summation of all the individual men. The integration of
the individual man into this unity of mankind is, therefore,
also a reality which is antecedent to his personal and free
activity, and in regard to which he necessarily takes up a
position through his free activity which, otherwise, would
be quite impossible; and whenever man, as a person, acts
freely, he consciously affirms this reality as a part of his
very nature itself, and is therefore antecedent to man as
a free acting agent, belongs to the visibility of man, in so
far as by this one understands the whole concrete reality
in space and time, which reality, as an antecedent and
determining factor for the possibility of activity itself, is
prior to the liberty of man as a person and, as informed
by the personal decision of man, is the material for the
33
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historical manifestation of man as an intelligible free
agent.34
But this unity has been further determined by the Incarnation and has a
supernatural end:
The real unity of mankind, about which we have just
spoken ... is further concretely determined through the
Incarnation of the Word of God. Through the Incarnation
of the Son from the Virgin Mary as from a member of
this one mankind, the Word of God Himself has become
a member of this one adamitic mankind and, vice versa,
mankind as whole has thereby become fundamentally
and radically called to a supernatural participation in the
life of the Triune God, which fundamentally has already
taken place as a historical fact in the world through the
Incarnation of the Son of God (and not only through a
mere intention and decision on the part of God) is, on the
one hand, a reality which is antecedent to any personal
free act of man and, on the other hand, because fulfilled
through the incarnation of the Son of God, an element
which belongs to the order of historical and visible reality
and a real ontological determination of the essence of
each individual being just as it is a factual determination
of mankind as a whole. Man, as a spiritual personality,
engages his whole nature when he elicits a free act, and so
his personal decision constitutes, always and unavoidably,
the taking up of a position for or against the supernatural
call of man to the participation in the life of the Triune
God. This talking up of a position, inasmuch as it takes
place in the nature of man and in regard to it,... is, on the
one hand, the historical visible element of God’s salvific
will, which man accepts in his person’s decision.35
And because of this there is, when a person has made his choice of
a supernatural end, membership In the Church.
When the act of Justification is considered as a votum
Eccleslae, then it is not merely an act which tends
intentionally to the Church as to its implicit object, but
34 K. Rahner, Schriften zur Theologie II (Einsiedeln, Zuerich, Koeln: Benzinger,
1955), p. 84ff.
35 K. Rahner, Ibid., p. 87ff.
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also a spiritual and free act which necessarily already
contains in itself a Church element insofar as it is the real
and the ontological affirmation of membership In the
people of God. As faith and love, the act of Justification
is an act of the spiritual personality of man; as an act of
a concrete man, who is a member of mankind as a whole
which has been consecrated through the incarnation. It
has equally and necessarily about it a reality, which, while
being the expression of a personal action, is nevertheless
different from it and has a quasi-sacramental nature.
Because man is concretely a blood-relative with Christ,
the votum eccleslae not merely consists in the extrasacramental and purely spiritual reality of grace, but as an
act of the concrete man. It is necessarily an affirmation
of the quasi-sacramental structure which, because of the
incarnation of the Son of God, is a necessary property
of mankind and of every individual man as the people of
God and, respectively, as a member of this people. Thus
the votum ecclesiae is a substitute for the real and full
membership in the church not as an act of “good will”
towards the Church, but as a personal affirmation of one
who already exists on the plane of historical and visible
membership in the People of God, in which there already
is a real ordination to membership in the Church as an
institutional society.36

IMPERFECT MEMBERSHIP
Finally other theologians also have described this relationship
as one of membership. They usually qualify it by calling it “imperfect,”
“through grace,” or “invisible.” But there is little doubt in their minds
that it is a real relationship. Journet, for example, calls it a “tendential”
membership.
Some just men, who do not yet belong corporally to
Christ and the Church, already belong spiritually and
in a manner that is still initial, latent, tendential, but
immediately salutary; these are like those sheep of good
will who, entangled by some form of invincible ignorance,
are marching, without being aware of it, toward the only
fold led by one shepherd. Such a latent and tendential
36

Ibid., p. 91f.
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membership in Christ and His Church was something
normal before Christ, but has become abnormal after
Christ.37
And he says later on:
It is still the mystery of the primacy of charity. We would
evacuate it if we thought of explaining it by a distinction
between membership in the Church and membership
in Christ, between the external order of the Church
and the internal order of the Mystical Body, between a
jurisdictional Church and a Church of love, or merely
between the viewpoint of jurisdiction and that of charity.38

VATICAN II: A PROBLEM BECAME A NON-PROBLEM
In its documents Vatican II reflects very much the theology that
has been summarized here. It does not show any departure from previous
thought, but neither again does it show any great advance. In some ways it
provides a synopsis of the teachings of the theologians without canonizing
any of the theological schools.
Thus: (1) It recognizes the religious values in non-Christian
religions (which could be the source of salvific faith):
But whatever truth and grace are to be found among the
nations, as a sort of secret presence of God, this activity
(missionary) frees from all taint of evil and restores to
Christ its maker, who overthrows the devil’s domain and
wards off the manifold malice of vice. And so whatever
good is found to be sown in the hearts and minds of men,
or in the rites and cultures peculiar to various peoples, is
not lost.39
From ancient times down to the present, there has existed
among diverse peoples a certain perception of that hidden
power which hovers over the course of things and over
the events of human life; at times, indeed, recognition can
be found of a Supreme Divinity and of a Supreme Father
37
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too. Such perceptions and such a recognition instill the
lives of these peoples with a profound religious sense.40
(2) It recognizes the possibility for non-Christians of being saved
by following the dictates of their conscience:
Those also can attain to everlasting salvation who through
no fault of their own do not know the gospel of Christ
or His Church, yet sincerely seek God and, moved by
grace, strive by their deeds to do His will as it is known to
them through the dictates of conscience. Nor does divine
Providence deny the help necessary for salvation to those
who, without blame on their part, have not yet arrived
at an explicit knowledge of God, but who strive to live a
good life, thanks to His grace.41
(3) It recognizes, finally, the continued necessity of the Church:
The Church has received from the apostles as a task to
be discharged even to the ends of the earth this solemn
mandate of Christ to proclaim the saving truth (cf. Acts
1:8). Hence she makes the words of the Apostle her own:
“Woe to me, if I do not preach the gospel” (I Cor. 9:16),
and continues unceasingly to send heralds of the gospel
until such time as the infant churches are fully established
and can themselves carry on the work of evangelizing.
For the Church is compelled by the Holy Spirit to do her
part towards the full realization of the will of God, who
has established Christ as the source of salvation for the
whole world.42

A FURTHER PROBLEM?
It seems, then, that the problem of the salvation of infidels as it
has been traditionally known has been solved in recent Catholic theology.
If no specific declaration has been made, at least a certain consensus has
been reached. And this consensus has been officially stated in Vatican II.
What then remains?

40
41
42
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It appears to this non-theologian that the challenge presently
facing the theologians is the definition of salvation for the here and now
and the relevance of the Church to that salvation. In other words, if nonChristians can be saved for eternity without the Church being visibly
present to them, our response must not be a throwing up of the hands and
a despairing: “Then why bother with missions and setting up the Church
anyway?” Rather it must be the facing of the difficult question: “What
does the Church mean for salvation now?”
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